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After your casebook, Casenote Legal Briefs will be your most important reference source for the

entire semester. It is the most popular legal briefs series available, with over 140 titles, and is relied

on by thousands of students for its expert case summaries, comprehensive analysis of

concurrences and dissents, as well as of the majority opinion in the briefs.  Casenotes Features:   

;Keyed to specific casebooks by title/author   ;Most current briefs available   ;Redesigned for greater

student accessibility   ;Sample brief with element descriptions called out   ;Redesigned chapter

opener provides rule of law and page number for each brief   ;Quick Course Outline chart included

with major titles   ;Revised glossary in dictionary format
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Casebooks are a waste of time and money - both of which I hate to waste!A Gilbert's Law Summary

and a Case Brief Book will give you the meat out of the casebook and save you a ton of cash - and

time!The Case Brief Books usually have a lot of helpful information in them, but even they have

more than we really need for exams!Look up old exams for your professor, or sample essays from

Bar exams, and analyze the issues that they are REALLY testing us on. Then develop solid - exam

ready - definitions and rules so that the essay is more of a typing speed test than a law exam for

you.Know the issues and rules cold, the analysis is only available to you when you read the fact

pattern, and the conclusion only matters to the point that you had one - and that it stems from your

analysis!Best wishes for much success, always!



The CaseNote Legal Briefs series is an excellent addition to a law students book bag. Many

professors do not allow canned briefs so be sure to transcribe the information or use it as a tool to

quickly review a case if you are low on time or need a refresher before class. The facts are always

accurate, the issue is usually what the professor is looking for, and the holding is also correct. The

series also defines legal terms used in the case on the brief. I've used the CaseNote series in every

first year class and they made my life a lot easier. Reading cases is important but when you are low

on time or need a quick summary this series is fantastic. The book is also perforated so you can

tear out the briefs as you need them or scan the page to view on your computer if the professor

allows computers in class.

Although I only used this for Torts II, I think this book is perfect for anyone using it's key textbook

(whether Torts I or II). It will bring you the understanding quickly, and thoroughly. It also used the

same language to describe the black-letter-law and the rationale behind it.Bottom line: This book is

GOLD for those who need a quality short-cut in Torts case-readings and are assigned the Prosser

Textbook.CON: The only things you will miss out on are (1) the main explanation to the tort legal

theories (which is usually covered in less than 1-page in the main textbook before getting into a fat

case-reading); and (2) another opportunity to practice and hone your reading skills by reading the

Judges' extensive analysis and opinions in the main textbook.Happy readings, you short-cutting

slackers!

This is a great supplement, the chart in the front is extremely beneficial. The problem that I ran

across is that is doesn't compliment the text that my professor assigned very well. On average, out

of the (6) cases that were assigned in my readings, (1) would be available in the supplement. I

mainly used this book for the chart in the front. Still a good product.

A must have for any 1L, these are wonderful for clarifying case concepts and double checking

briefs. They are not a stand in for doing the reading but they are a lifesaver in a pinch.

This is a great resource for 1l students. I still wrote my owns briefs .. but I can look at these an idea

of what I need to change for what I am missing. I would recommend this book to anyone in torts 1

and 2

this is a handy and useful resource.i found it easy to use and find what i needed and with out a head



ach.the lay out is wonderful and detailed and well defined for the cases,the notes are easy to read

and understand unlike some the get to the meat of the case and tell you what you need to know,

Book is very clear / Quick Card Notes in the front / Gives formats on Briefs Love It. Criminal Justice

Studies Student TerryGreat and Practical Guide for writing Basic Cases
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